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1: Short Story Analysis: The Garden Party by Katherine Mansfield - The Sitting Bee
And after all the weather was ideal. They could not have had a more perfect day for a garden-party if they had ordered
it. Windless, warm, the sky without a cloud.

They could not have had a more perfect day for a garden-party if they had ordered it. Windless, warm, the sky
without a cloud. Only the blue was veiled with a haze of light gold, as it is sometimes in early summer. The
gardener had been up since dawn, mowing the lawns and sweeping them, until the grass and the dark flat
rosettes where the daisy plants had been seemed to shine. As for the roses, you could not help feeling they
understood that roses are the only flowers that impress people at garden-parties; the only flowers that
everybody is certain of knowing. Hundreds, yes, literally hundreds, had come out in a single night; the green
bushes bowed down as though they had been visited by archangels. Breakfast was not yet over before the men
came to put up the marquee. Forget I am your mother. Treat me as an honoured guest. She had washed her
hair before breakfast, and she sat drinking her coffee in a green turban, with a dark wet curl stamped on each
cheek. Jose, the butterfly, always came down in a silk petticoat and a kimono jacket. Four men in their
shirt-sleeves stood grouped together on the garden path. They carried staves covered with rolls of canvas, and
they had big tool-bags slung on their backs. She blushed and tried to look severe and even a little bit
short-sighted as she came up to them. But that sounded so fearfully affected that she was ashamed, and
stammered like a little girl, "Oh - er - have you come - is it about the marquee? What nice eyes he had, small,
but such a dark blue! And now she looked at the others, they were smiling too. How very nice workmen were!
And what a beautiful morning! They turned, they stared in the direction. A little fat chap thrust out his
under-lip, and the tall fellow frowned. But she did quite follow him. He had a haggard look as his dark eyes
scanned the tennis-court. What was he thinking? But the tall fellow interrupted. Then the karaka-trees would
be hidden. And they were so lovely, with their broad, gleaming leaves, and their clusters of yellow fruit. They
were like trees you imagined growing on a desert island, proud, solitary, lifting their leaves and fruits to the
sun in a kind of silent splendour. Must they be hidden by a marquee? Already the men had shouldered their
staves and were making for the place. Only the tall fellow was left. He bent down, pinched a sprig of lavender,
put his thumb and forefinger to his nose and snuffed up the smell. When Laura saw that gesture she forgot all
about the karakas in her wonder at him caring for things like that - caring for the smell of lavender. How many
men that she knew would have done such a thing? Oh, how extraordinarily nice workmen were, she thought.
She would get on much better with men like these. Not a bit, not an atom And now there came the
chock-chock of wooden hammers. Some one whistled, some one sang out, "Are you right there, matey? She
felt just like a work-girl. In the hall her father and Laurie were brushing their hats ready to go to the office. See
if it wants pressing. She ran at Laurie and gave him a small, quick squeeze. Oh, I certainly should. One
moment - hold the line. She was still, listening. All the doors in the house seemed to be open. The house was
alive with soft, quick steps and running voices. The green baize door that led to the kitchen regions swung
open and shut with a muffled thud. And now there came a long, chuckling absurd sound. It was the heavy
piano being moved on its stiff castors. If you stopped to notice, was the air always like this? Little faint winds
were playing chase, in at the tops of the windows, out at the doors. And there were two tiny spots of sun, one
on the inkpot, one on a silver photograph frame, playing too. Especially the one on the inkpot lid. It was quite
warm. A warm little silver star. She could have kissed it. There, just inside the door, stood a wide, shallow tray
full of pots of pink lilies. Nothing but lilies - canna lilies, big pink flowers, wide open, radiant, almost
frighteningly alive on bright crimson stems. She crouched down as if to warm herself at that blaze of lilies; she
felt they were in her fingers, on her lips, growing in her breast. Sadie, go and find mother. And I suddenly
thought for once in my life I shall have enough canna lilies. The garden-party will be a good excuse. She
always made them feel they were taking part in some drama. She clasped her hands. She looked mournfully
and enigmatically at her mother and Laura as they came in. A Love that Chan-ges, And then A Dream - a
Wa-kening. Meg, go upstairs this minute and take that wet thing off your head. Jose, run and finish dressing
this instant. Do you hear me, children, or shall I have to tell your father when he comes home to-night? And -
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and, Jose, pacify cook if you do go into the kitchen, will you? Sheridan could not imagine. Have you done
that? Sheridan held the envelope away from her. What a horrible combination it sounds. She found Jose there
pacifying the cook, who did not look at all terrifying. She had seen the man pass the window. That meant the
cream puffs had come. Nobody ever thought of making them at home. Sadie brought them in and went back to
the door. Of course Laura and Jose were far too grown-up to really care about such things. Cook began
arranging them, shaking off the extra icing sugar. Fancy cream puffs so soon after breakfast. The very idea
made one shudder. All the same, two minutes later Jose and Laura were licking their fingers with that
absorbed inward look that only comes from whipped cream. Sadie had her hand clapped to her cheek as
though she had toothache. Of course, she knew them. His horse shied at a traction-engine, corner of Hawke
Street this morning, and he was thrown out on the back of his head. There she paused and leaned against it.
But Jose was still more amazed. Nobody expects us to. A broad road ran between. True, they were far too
near. They were the greatest possible eyesore, and they had no right to be in that neighbourhood at all. They
were little mean dwellings painted a chocolate brown. In the garden patches there was nothing but cabbage
stalks, sick hens and tomato cans. The very smoke coming out of their chimneys was poverty-stricken.
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2: German addresses are blocked - www.enganchecubano.com
"The Garden Party" by Katherine Mansfield is a wonderful, multi-layered story about a young girl who, after spending a
wonderful day at a garden party, travels down the road to visit the home and.

She never wrote a full-length novel, but â€” taking her cue from such innovators as Anton Chekhov â€” made
the short story form her own. A few words by way of plot summary first. One of the Sheridan children, Laura
â€” a young woman on the cusp of adulthood â€” is looking forward to the party and is keen to become
involved in the preparations. However, while the Sheridans are preparing for their party, news arrives that a
working-class man who lives in the poorer part of the village has been tragically killed when his horse reared
up and threw him from his cart. Laura, filled with sympathy for the dead man and his family, pleads with her
mother and siblings to cancel their garden party in light of the tragedy. How can they hold a garden party, with
music and guests and laughter, when a family nearby are in mourning for the death of their husband and
father? Laura finds that the rest of her family are not so sympathetic: Laura gives up trying to persuade her
family to cancel the party, and retires to her bedroom to get ready before the guests arrive. She decides to go
ahead and attend the party, and return to thinking about the recent tragedy afterwards. The garden party itself
is treated in the space of a few short paragraphs. She is encouraged to go in and see him a bit weird, that , and
when she does she is overcome with an odd feeling â€” not of sadness, or of despair, but of â€¦ happiness. She
leaves the house, finding that her brother Laurie has come to look for her. As they walk back home together,
Laura tries to put into words how she feels. She cries, but whether they are tears of joy or sadness remains
unstated. The story ends with Laura trying to convey to her brother how she feels about life, but finds she
cannot think of the words. A simple yet complex story, this. As that summary suggests, the plot is
straightforward, but the meaning â€” as with much modernist literature â€” remains elusive and open to
question. Why does Laura change her mind about the party when she spies herself in the mirror, dressed up in
her party outfit and her nice new hat? Laura seems to gain an awareness of herself in the world at this moment,
to see herself as others see her, and to desire, almost for the first time, to be admired, talked about, and desired
by other people at the party. From this, later revelations flow â€” such as the realisation that he barely knows
his own wife. Such a moment might also be compared with the closing lines of the story, when Laura has the
surprising response to the sight of the dead man: There are no simple answers to this, but one way to suggest
persuasive solutions to this is to look at how such a moment interacts with earlier moments in the story. At the
same time, she is aware that once people enter adulthood their lives tend to harden into routine, their
personalities concretising into particular roles: Her mother exemplifies this, with the way she makes snap
decisions and bosses around the servants. Death, the body of the dead man seems to promise, will provide
release and freedom from the constrictions of adult life. But there are other ways of responding to such a
moment. The death of the man is also a very real, visceral experience: Here the symbolism of the garden takes
on a new meaning: It is perhaps significant, as one final word of analysis, to point out that the story was
written just after the First World War â€” an event that had changed the way of life for people living in such
country houses. Never such innocence again, as Philip Larkin put it. What Mansfield does only very obliquely,
Woolf makes explicit â€” war has changed our very attitudes to death. To borrow from another poet, Dylan
Thomas, after the first death, there is no other. Katherine Mansfield, author unknown, Wikimedia Commons.
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3: Garden Party () - IMDb
"'The Garden Party" is a short story by Katherine Mansfield. It was first published (as "The Garden-Party") in three parts
in the Saturday Westminster Gazette on 4 and 11 February , and the Weekly Westminster Gazette on 18 February

Katherine Mansfield is known mostly for her short stories, many of which are quite astute. This one in
particular poignantly reveals the vast social divide. It begins with a deceptively charming and delightful air,
focussing on the details and trivialities of life. A wealthy family called the Sheridans are preparing to host a
party, in their The Garden Party is a short story by the New Zealand writer Katherine Mansfield. A wealthy
family called the Sheridans are preparing to host a party, in their perfectly maintained garden, ostensibly for
their children. The central character is their younger daughter Laura, who is in excited anticipation of this
garden party. Her job is to instruct the workmen on where to place the marquee. Laura tries to hide the fact
that she is scoffing bread and butter, and attempts to behave as her mother would. However her true feelings of
admiration for the workers soon emerge, and she wonders if she could be one herself. We are constantly privy
to her innermost thoughts, and suspect that this story will be about Laura. It is, but it is perhaps not quite what
we are to expect. We watch the preparations for the party, and become aware of the beauty of the setting, and
richness of all the foods, the finger sandwiches and cream puffs, on offer. The weather is perfect: Sheridan,
and her elder sister Jose, both of whom seem only concerned with appearance and status, typically complacent
and often intolerant members of the upper class to which they belong. Throughout the day Laura is to grow
increasingly conscious of her social position. For instance, we see that the moment that she goes back inside
the house, Laura forgets all about her interest in erecting the marquee, and a fellow feeling for the workers, but
becomes absorbed in a conversation about party dresses and the masses of pink canna lilies, which her mother
has ordered. Laura is constantly being steered by her family toward views which they consider proper for a
young lady of her position. She is given an outfit which represents this, including a hat which initially Laura
cannot imagine herself in. On just a couple of occasions, we glimpse Mrs. It seems quite modernist, and
perhaps stream of consciousness, lacking a proper structure and unfolding in a few hours. It also has no real
character descriptions or set beginning, allowing the context to bring each character and story to light as the
story unfolds. Additionally, there are no male characters to speak of: The story seems concerned with
domestic matters, yet an unexpected event is to turn this haven of bliss into a moral quandary for young Laura,
who is about to discover the harsh reality of life. Laura is chastened and shocked to learn of the sudden death
of a nearby working man, Mr. Scott, who has been killed in a terrible accident. He has left behind a wife and
five small children to grieve for him, and fend for themselves, further down the hill in a group of small houses.
Gone in a stroke is the jubilation and excitement of the party. There is even a band playing music! Surely that
must be inappropriate after someone has died? Now it must be certain that the party must be cancelled, or at
least postponed. We follow Laura, as she asks each member of her family in turn, finishing with her brother
Laurie. Surely, Laura thinks, if Laurie too thinks there is nothing to worry about, and that everything should
go ahead as planned, then that must be the right thing to do? At least, she tells herself, until the party is over.
A broad road ran between. True, they were far too near. They were the greatest possible eyesore, and they had
no right to be in that neighbourhood at all. They were little mean dwellings painted chocolate brown. In the
garden patches there was nothing but cabbage stalks, sick hens and tomato cans. The very smoke coming out
of their chimneys was poverty-stricken. Washerwomen lived in the lane and sweeps and a cobbler, and a man
whose house was studded all over with minute bird-cages. When the Sheridans were little they were forbidden
to set foot there because of the revolting languages and of what they might catch. But since they were grown
up, Laura and Laurie on their prowls sometimes walked through. It was disgusting and sordid. They came out
with a shudder. But still one must go everywhere; one must see everything. The contrast of these images is so
great that it is hard to believe that they are part of the same world, never mind in close proximity. But they,
and many others are, and we see that the author is deliberately describing how in the real world, these
extremes of life are connected and dependent on each other. In life we have both beauty and ugliness, wealth
and poverty, pleasure and suffering, joy and sorrow, childhood and adulthood, and life and death. Any true
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sympathy or concern Mrs. Sheridan might have, would only apply to the people of her own status. In common
with the attitude of most upper class people, she has no regard for anyone beneath her in the social strata. It
was as though they had known she was coming here. Laura is expected to want to view the corpse, and is
terribly embarrassed to be wearing a party dress in such circumstances. She instinctively knows that this
marks her out as an outsider in this working-class neighbourhood. She apologises for her ostentatious hat,
which seems to us to have taken on a life of its own. The dreadful hat functions as both a motif, and a
powerful symbol in this story, of the prejudice and heartlessness of Mrs. Sheridan and Jose regarding the poor,
pointing up the great chasm between the two classes. On meeting her brother Laurie in an alleyway, she
attempts to explain this, and he seems to understand. But has Laura now realised her own mortality, and
discovered a new truth about life? Is this a coming of age story? Or a third aspect could be that she now views
life and death as part of the same marvellous spiritual journey, and that death is as just as beautiful in its way,
as life. I personally do not think any of the three possible interpretations here are more likely than any other. It
could be that Laura accepts that the combination of all these conflicting things make life what it is, and she has
learned to accept everything, even the things she does not want. She certainly has grown in a way, during the
story. The hat is key. She is startled to see herself in the mirror, and realise that she has the appearance of
beauty and maturity wearing the abominable hat. Her social conditioning is not yet complete. We may also
view this story in a philosophical light. Which word would complete that sentence?
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4: The Garden Party (short story) - Wikipedia
The Garden Party Questions and Answers. The Question and Answer section for The Garden Party is a great resource
to ask questions, find answers, and discuss the novel.

Then Hilde begins to read again, and she follows Sophie as she tries to distract Albert Knag from Alberto.
Sophie climbs a tree, gets stuck, and is flown down by a goose that first makes her smaller so she can ride.
Sophie gets home and helps her mother prepare for garden party before going to sleep. The next morning,
Sophie meets Alberto in town, although he shows up late, claiming he did so on purpose. Then Alberto begins
to talk more about existentialism. He focuses on Sartre who felt that existentialists have nothing but humanity
to go on. He was an atheist who believed that because people are conscious of their existence, their "being" is
therefore different from that of things. Sartre thought that there is no general human nature but rather that we
must create our own. He viewed our freedom as a burden, since we arrive in the world free whether we like it
or not. We must assume complete responsibility for our actions and find our own meaning in life through the
use of our consciousness. Alberto then points out that modern science is still dealing with many of the
questions that the ancient Greek philosophers asked. And what is special about philosophical questions is that
they must always be asked over the years and cannot be answered in any permanent sense. He speaks of new
trends and warns Sophie not to pay attention to all of the so-called New Age science that is really just
superstition passing as science. Alberto tells her that publishers publish what people want to read, not
necessarily good books. He debunks some of the ideas of the supernatural and says that nature itself is
magnificent enough. Then she reads on. They make it through a demonstration on their street and then spend
the rest of the day preparing. Joanna helps them set up the next day. The guests begin to arrive, and soon
everyone waits for Alberto. Suddenly Joanna begins kissing Jeremy, one of the boys. Soon, Joanna and
Jeremy are rolling in the grass together while everyone except Sophie and Alberto watches. Alberto tells
everyone the truth about their existenceâ€”that they are all merely figments of the imagination of Albert Knag.
Things begin to get out of hand, and Alberto and Sophie disappear just as the book comes to a close. We do
not know what happens after death or whether the world is real. We have no answers to the philosophical
questions that have been posed in this book. But everyone acts as if they have already been answered. Even if
the world is real and we actually have discovered some of the laws that govern the universe, there are other
questions that render our knowledge useless. For example, we will never be able to discover a law that tells us
how to live a good life. No one can know what lies beyond the universe. There are a host of things that we will
never have any certain knowledge about, and they apply directly to our lives. So in a sense it is our certainty
about life that is really absurd. What reasons do we have to act the way we do? Gaarder wants us to take a
look at the way we live and to attempt to think out for ourselves how we want to approach life. Most people
act the way they do because of their upbringing and the society that they live in. But those are terrible
indicators as to how one should live because they can never answer the intensely personal question of
meaning. Religion may seem to give people those answers, but Kierkegaard pointed out that everyone must
struggle with faith on an individual level. He believed that nothing less than our existence is at stake. Sartre
was not religious, and so he felt we have nothing but ourselves to fall back on. Gaarder seems to
wholeheartedly embrace existentialism. Although all of the other philosophy that has been studied has much to
offer, it seems clear that one must find meaning within life. Therefore on one level we all must come to terms
with the world in our own way. However, although the meaning must be personal, that does not mean that we
must be alone. Sophie and Alberto work together throughout the book and community, family, or friends may
help to provide that very meaning that we all search for. The critical thing is that we all try to come to some
sort of understanding. It will not be easy, because Alberto and Sophie show us that life does not come with a
meaning attached to it. Their existence was solely to please Hilde, but they attempted to get something else out
of life. In the same way, even if we all exist only as an experiment by a higher being, we must still attempt to
get what we can out of life. But we must not make the mistake of living our lives according to a set of values
that turn out not to really hold any meaning. That would be a true tragedy. Alberto does not want Sophie to
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live that way, Albert Knag does not want Hilde to live that way, and clearly Gaarder does not want us to live
that way. And if we accept some gift-wrapped societal meaning that may be exactly what happens in the end.
If we do not grapple with the issues and the questions that cannot be answered then we will not find meaning.
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5: The Garden Party () - IMDb
"The Garden Party is a beautiful and compelling story of love in all its prismatic colours. Grace Dane Mazur is that rare
writer who makes domesticity alluring even as she brilliantly presents its dangers and complexity in sharp, tart language
that is so enjoyable to read.

The day, the lawns, and the gardensâ€”particularly the rosesâ€”are perfect. Sheridan asks her youngest
daughter, Laura, to go outside and give directions to the men who will erect a canvas shelter for a garden
party. One of the men bluntly questions the location that Laura suggests for the marquee. Then she feels
embarrassed for having mentioned that a band will play at the party. Happily, the assured manner of the tallest
workman relaxes Laura; he speaks for the group and decides where the marquee should go. When he pinches a
sprig of lavender and sniffs it, any concerns that Laura might have about her behavior vanish. In fact, she
wishes that men of her own class were as nice as this man. This time a florist interrupts her reverie; the
frighteningly alive pink canna lilies that he delivers make Laura ecstatic. The cook requests flags to identify
the kinds of sandwiches that she is readying. Another delivery man arrives with irresistible cream
puffsâ€”which Sadie, the family maid, insists that the children sample. As the children lick their sticky fingers,
unpleasant news arrives: A man named Scott from a nearby poor neighborhood has just died in an accident.
Like the Sheridans, his family has five children. When Laura hears this news, she insists that the garden party
should be canceled. However, her sister Jose argues with her. Laura appeals to their mother, but Mrs. Laura
remains unsure about what she should do, but when she sees herself in her new hat, her astonishment quiets
her objections about the party. By the time lunch is over and the guests arrive, Laura is content to be praised
for her beauty, and she no longer mentions the accident. The party is successful. Laura delivers the basket,
feeling painfully out of place in the poor neighborhood. Confused and awkward, Laura tries to leave but
accidentally walks into the room where the dead man lies. The resulting encounter with the dead man confuses
Laura even more. After departing unseen, she meets her older brother Laurie, who comforts her.
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6: Themes in The Garden Party - Owl Eyes
The cover of "The Garden Party is one of the most beautiful and inviting covers I've seen this year. It looks like the
setting for a perfect summer dinner party under the stars, but that turns out to be more anticipation than reality.

There are many books around using funerals and weddings as excuses to bring disparate people together, and
here we have the more conservative Barrows, parents of the bride and all their brood in their Brooks Bros. But
the house in Brookline, Mass is lovely, has been in the family for two generations, and features a lovingly
tended garden. Some of the situations seem contrived, and some of the motivations are unclear. Also there are
far too many characters, rendering many of them shallow and unfinished. The most unexamined is the
betrothed couple, as if they know their wedding is only a contrivance to explore other characters in their
families brought together for this wedding. Still, I found this to be a quick, enjoyable read with some beautiful
writing throughout "She was like the patch of zinc on the hull of a motor yacht, attracting the charged particles
of seawater onto itself and keeping them away from the brass propeller The story is a little complicated with
so many characters attending the dinner. The entire book takes place in one day with many of the characters
reminiscing and telling others what t I liked the idea of this story. The entire book takes place in one day with
many of the characters reminiscing and telling others what they have done in the past. I received this ARC in
exchange for a fair and honest review. Two very different families come together on the night before their
children wed. The groom is a poet. The bride is a veterinarian. His family is sort of unusual Why I wanted to
read it The way these families came together was unique and interesting. I loved the writing behind the
conversations. What made me truly enjoy this book The characters were unique. Each character had his or her
own story. There was a good amount of dysfunction as well as mystery behind these characters personalities.
Why you should read it, too This book surprised me because it was not at all what I thought it would be. It was
my choice to read it and review it.
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7: A Short Analysis of Katherine Mansfieldâ€™s â€˜The Garden Partyâ€™ | Interesting Literature
"The Garden Party" is the first episode of The Boondocks, although the production number, , suggests it was the third
episode www.enganchecubano.com premiered on November 6,

Death has released this man from his weary life and bestowed upon him the peacefulness of sleep. Zachary,
Owl Eyes Editor "Happy All is well, said that sleeping face. This is just as it should be. However, once she
ventures out of the garden and confronts death, she must grow up a little. Her epiphany is a confrontation with
death in all of its incomprehensibility. She is astounded that, for the deceased man, death is merely a peaceful
sleep. In using this word, Mrs. Sheridan symbolically aligns the upper classes with deities: Instead, she and
Laurie share a mutual understanding about the experience: Sheridan was getting anxious about her daughter
and sent Laurie to retrieve Laura. If we look to Greek and Roman myth one final time, we can view Laurie as
an embodiment of Hermes, the messenger god and guide to the underworld. In the Persephone myth, Hermes
is tasked with retrieving Persephone from the underworld and returning her to her worried mother, Demeter.
She believes that their high-class position relieves them of social obligation to those beneath them. The lyrics
are somber, introducing a tone that contrasts the pleasant mood of the garden party. She refuses to
acknowledge that her social reality has the capacity to alter her own perception and operates as if she can be
exempt from the influence of her society. Cerberus, the three-headed dog who guards the gates to the
underworld. She is a member of the upper class, and yet makes an effort to understand and cross the
boundaries of class. Thus her statement is true and untrue. It is true in that she does not subscribe to or respect
the distinctions between the upper and working classes. Her questioning leads her out of the garden and out of
a state of innocence. It is interesting that Laura understands the worker nonetheless: The environs of the
Sheridan home are bright and light, echoing the perfect clarity of the day, while the cluster of cottages that
house the working classes, is cloaked in shadows and darkness. That Laura admires his eye illustrates her
desire to cross class boundaries, to explore the darkness beyond her upper-class world. Zachary, Owl Eyes
Editor "Wherever you looked there were couples strolling, bending to the flowers, greeting, moving on over
the lawn First, they walk about in couples, which suggests that they have romantically paired off. Second, they
bend to the flowers, which we associate with beauty, fertility, and growth. With these two readings in mind,
we can perhaps view Mrs. Sheridan to play matchmaker. The workmen perform physical labor and possess an
accompanying quality of robustness that Mansfield and, in turn, Laura points out. One of the primary themes
of the story is the crossing of class boundaries. This passage could allude to the the Garden of Eden, where
according to the Book of Genesis, humanity lived briefly in a state of innocence and grace. After learning of
sexuality and mortality, the humans are expelled and forced to live in the real world. Finally, regardless of any
allusion, the suggestion that the garden has been visited by archangels further adds to the supernatural beauty
of the garden. Throughout the story, she will continue to use flowers for their appearance and their
metaphorical significance. Caitlin, Owl Eyes Staff.
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8: The Garden Party by Grace Dane Mazur
The garden party itself is treated in the space of a few short paragraphs. After the guests have left, Mrs Sheridan,
Laura's mother, suggests that her daughter take the leftover food from the party round to the family of the man who died.

Plot summary[ edit ] The wealthy Sheridan family prepares to host a garden party. Laura is charged with
instructing the workers on the placement of the marquee. Her haughty air quickly disintegrates into an
intimidated admiration for the workingmen, with whom she feels a personal connection. Sheridan, has ordered
masses of lilies, to both their delight. After the furniture is rearranged, the Sheridans learn that their
working-class neighbor Mr. While Laura believes the party should be called off, neither Jose nor their mother
agrees. Laura eases her conscience by deciding to forget the matter until the party is over. When the evening
comes, Mrs. Having left the house, Laura meets her brother Laurie in an alleyway. She finds herself unable to
explain life and death concisely, and Laurie understands that his sister has come to realize her own mortality.
She is in charge of the household and relinquishes charge of the garden party to Laura. On the day of the party,
he goes to work, but joins the party later that evening. Meg Sheridan, a second daughter Jose Sheridan, a third
daughter Kitty Maitland, a friend of Laura and a party guest Sadie, a female house servant Hans, a male house
servant The florist, who delivers lilies ordered by Mrs. Laura feels a certain sense of kinship with the workers
and again with the Scotts. Laura is stuck in a world of high-class housing, food, family, and garden parties.
She then discovers her neighbour from a lower class has died and she clicks back to reality upon discovering
death. The Sheridans hold their garden party, as planned, complete with a band playing music. Laura questions
whether this is appropriate, given the death of their neighbour only a few hours earlier. The writer masterfully
handles the theme of death and life in the short story. The realization of Laura that life is simply marvellous
shows death of human beings in a positive light. Death and life co-exist and death seems to Laura merely a
sound sleep far away from troubles in human life. The events of the story can be interpreted as mirroring the
Greek myth of Persephone.
9: Short Stories: The Garden Party by Katherine Mansfield
In "The Garden Party," Laura's journey may reflect such themes of innocence lost and the necessary departure into the
darkness and ambiguity of the world. Finally, regardless of any allusion, the suggestion that the garden has been visited
by archangels further adds to the supernatural beauty of the garden.
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